Revelation :: The Apocolypse

Outline Verse ::
Rev. 1:19 "Therefore write the things which you have seen, and the things which are, and the things which will take place after these things."

Prologue
Commissioning (The Glorified Lord) (Hope in Suffering)

The Glorified Lord & Hope in Suffering
The Seven Churches

Introduction to the Judgments of the Tribulation

The Seal Judgments
1. False Peace - White Horse
2. War - Red Horse
3. Famine - Black Horse
4. Death - Ashen Horse
5. Prayer for Vengeance
6. Fear of the Wrath to Come
7. Announcement of the Trumpets

The Trumpet Judgments
1. 1/3 of Vegetation Burned
2. 1/3 of the sea became blood
3. 1/3 of fresh water blackened (Woes pronounced)

The Bowl Judgments
1. Painful Sores
2. Sea to Blood
3. Fresh Water to Blood
4. Men Scorched
5. Darkness over the Kingdom of the Beast
6. Invasion from the East
7. Earthquake / Destruction

The Throne of Heaven
The Lamb on the Throne

{7} 144,000 Sealed Gathering of Gentiles (Tribulation Saints)

{7} The Lamb in the Center of the Sea (Rev. 19:4)

The Seal Judgments
1. False Peace - White Horse
2. War - Red Horse
3. Famine - Black Horse
4. Death - Ashen Horse
5. Prayer for Vengeance
6. Fear of the Wrath to Come
7. Announcement of the Trumpets

The Trumpet Judgments
1. 1/3 of Vegetation Burned
2. 1/3 of the sea became blood
3. 1/3 of fresh water blackened (Woes pronounced)

The Bowl Judgments
1. Painful Sores
2. Sea to Blood
3. Fresh Water to Blood
4. Men Scorched
5. Darkness over the Kingdom of the Beast
6. Invasion from the East
7. Earthquake / Destruction

Ephesus - lost their first love :: The Apostolic Church
Smyrna - the suffering church :: The Age of Persecution
Pergamum - the worldly church :: The Imperial Age
Thyatira - the tolerating church :: The Age of the Papacy
Sardis - the dead church :: The Reformation Age
Philadelphia - the missional church :: The Missional Age
Laodicea - the lukewarm church :: The Modern Age

{10-15}
10: The Little Book
(God Breaks His Silence)
11: Two Witnesses (3 1/2 year Ministry)
They will be killed by the Beast Publicly
They will be raised from the grave
(Then... Seventh Trumpet)
12: Satan's Activity
13: Agents of Satan's Activity - The Beast & The False Prophet
14: Judgment at the end of the Great Tribulation
15: Preparations for the Bowl Judgments

{17-18}
17: The Religion in the Great Tribulation
(Revived Roman Empire)
18: The Commerce in the Great Tribulation

{20}
Satan Bound
Tribulation Saints
Resurrected
Sinners Rebel
Satan (Lake of Fire)
Great White Throne
(Second Death)

Rev. 22:20 "He who testifies to these things says, “Yes, I am coming quickly.” Amen. Come, Lord Jesus."

Key Words / Concepts::
“and I saw” :: (15 x’s) used to distinguish revelatory events
[like :: used to indicate a comparison not an identification]
ταχύς :: Quickly (6 x’s) dealing more w/ speed and rapidity of movement, not chronology.
"it is done" -- to come into being as an event or phenomenon from a point of origin (The Kingdom of God initiated and established)

Author :: The Apostle John
Location :: the island of Patmos
Date :: A.D. 90 (written in a time of intense persecution under Roman rule.)
Purpose :: The Revelation of Jesus Christ to John in a set of visions regarding the summing up of all things in Christ.
Method of Interpretation :: Futurist

Notes:

1. Revelation 1:11-20
2. Revelation 19:1-16
3. Revelation 20:1-12